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The collaboration between Gatech and NTT in the current period (9/2010-8/2011) focuses 
on two main ideas: multiple time-scale evolution modeling of speech and a variational Bayes 
approach to discriminative training. The research work has produced very positive results, which 
are published in two papers, one at Interspeech (Florence, Italy, August 2011) and the other IEEE 
Workshop on Machine Learning for Signal Processing (Beijing, China, September 2011).  
The current research focus is motivated by the general issue of robust acoustic modeling of 
speech for achieving superior and reliable performance across various application environments. 
As indicated in the previous report, in real environments, characteristics of a speech signal vary 
considerably, due to changes of contents, speakers, and ambience. There is thus an acute need in 
the methodology for the construction of robust and high-accuracy speech models that adaptively 
respond to these changes of the environment.  
In particular, the approach that is being taken in this collaboration is based on 
discriminative modeling. We aim to apply our studies and new techniques to the task of speaker 
diarization and acoustic event detection in addition to speech recognition. In order to realize this 
application, we attempt to extend the incremental adaptation, as follows: 
 Combination of multi-scale time evolution models to cope with various temporal 
characteristic changes in order to achieve robust incremental adaptation; 
 A fully Bayesian treatment of the macroscopic time evolution system, in the spirit of 
regularized optimization, to enhance the generalizability of the model. 
2. Multiple Time-Scale Evolution Model of Speech 
Incremental statistical model adaptation based on a macroscopic time evolution model was 
proposed in 2006; it aims at tracking the temporal changes in the signal characteristics. The 
original algorithm, nevertheless, makes an assumption on the rate of temporal changes, which 
translates into a prescribed size of the temporal window over which speech sentences are used to 
facilitate the adaptation. However, the change in speech characteristics may be originated from 
various factors, at various (temporal) rates; for example, the ambient noise in a room may not 
change drastically over time but in a meeting environment the speaker change may be rather 
abrupt. These temporal changes have their own dynamics and therefore, it is necessary to extend 
the original single time evolution model to a multi-scale time evolution model, which has the 
potential of greatly increasing the model’s robustness as it optimizes the parameters to match the 
nature of the characteristic change. Our accomplishment has been specifically on the Integration 
of multiple time evolution streams in incremental adaptation systems. 
Our research result is reported in the attached paper, entitled “Model Adaptation for 
Automatic Speech Recognition Based on Multiple Time Scale Evolution,” which is published at 
Interspeech 2011, Florence, Italy, August 2011. See Attachment A. 
3. Variational Bayes method for regularized adaptive modeling with affine 
feature transformation 
Model adaptation based on linear transformation on the feature vector has been reported to 
be effective in enhancing the system performance when the testing signal properties deviate from 
those in the signal used for system training. In the prevalent method of MLLR (maximum 
likelihood linear regression), a clustered set of regression matrices over a hierarchy of the modes 
of the collective acoustic model set is obtained. A further attempt to enhance the adaptation 
method with discriminative modeling objectives was proposed (Shin, Kim and Juang, ICASSP 
2010). These regression or transformation models, while showing encouraging performance 
 4 
improvements, are obtained through an unregularized procedure, causing concerns over its 
ultimate generalizability. This issue is also interesting when we incorporate the discriminative 
approach into an incremental adaptation framework with explicit time evolution model 
constraints. We have developed a Bayesian treatment of a linear regression (affine transformation) 
model of the HMM parameters. The work is summarized in a paper published at the IEEE 
Workshop on Machine Learning for Signal Processing (Beijing, China, September 2011), entitled 
“Bayesian Linear Regression for Hidden Markov Model Based on Optimizing Variational 
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Abstract
The change in speech characteristics is originated from vari-
ous factors, at various (temporal) rates in a real world conver-
sation. These temporal changes have their own dynamics and
therefore, we propose to extend the single (time-) incremental
adaptations to a multiscale adaptation, which has the potential
of greatly increasing the model’s robustness as it will include
adaptation mechanism to approximate the nature of the charac-
teristic change. The formulation of the incremental adaptation
assumes a time evolution system of the model, where the poste-
rior distributions, used in the decision process, are successively
updated based on a macroscopic time scale in accordance with
the Kalman filter theory. In this paper, we extend the original
incremental adaptation scheme, based on a single time scale,
to multiple time scales, and apply the method to the adaptation
of both the acoustic model and the language model. We fur-
ther investigate methods to integrate the multi-scale adaptation
scheme to realize the robust speech recognition performance.
Large vocabulary continuous speech recognition experiments
for English and Japanese lectures revealed the importance of
modeling multiscale properties in speech recognition.
Index Terms: speech recognition, incremental adaptation, mul-
tiscale, time evolution system
1. Introduction
Recently work on automatic speech recognition has been shift-
ing from laboratory simulations to more challenging real-world
applications (e.g., broadcast news, meeting, and lecture recog-
nition [1,2]). In this situation, we are faced with various speech
characteristics that speech recognition research has not thor-
oughly addressed yet. For example, in a real world conversa-
tion, speech characteristics could vary over a set of utterances
due to change in speaker, speaking style, emotion, ambient
noise, and topic. Conventional on-line incremental adaptation
of acoustic and language models aims to model these changes
in the speech characteristics usually at rather long, i.e., macro-
scopic time scales [3–5].
Nevertheless, it is important to note that these macroscopic
changes are originated from various factors, at various (tempo-
ral) rates; for example, in a lecture recognition task, the ambient
noise in a room may not change drastically over time while the
speaking style and topic may change rather abruptly, as the lec-
ture continues. These temporal changes have their own dynam-
ics and therefore, we propose to extend the single incremental
adaptations [4, 5] to one with multiple time scales (multiscale)
taken into account, which has the potential of greatly increasing
the model’s robustness as it will include adaptation mechanism
to approximate the nature of the characteristic change. There
have been previous works that deal with temporal changes in
speech characteristics at multiple time scales on feature or seg-
mental (i.e. microscopic) units basis [6, 7] in speech recogni-
tion. Unlike these previous works, our approach focuses on rel-
atively macroscopic time periods. Namely, whereas the motiva-
tion of [6,7] is, for example, to model various speech dynamics
governed by articulatory and noise factors observed with short
time scales, the proposed approach deals with various speech
dynamics governed by conversational factors, which manifest at
a time scale much beyond the feature or articulatory level. The
conversational factors will impact upon the acoustical and lin-
guistic characteristics, and this paper formulates an incremental
speech recognition process for both acoustic and language mod-
els.
The formulation of the incremental adaptation is based on
the time evolution systems of acoustic and language models,
where the posterior distributions are successively updated based
on a macroscopic time scale in accordance with the Kalman
filter theory. Then, we realize a multiscale adaptation by in-
tegrating the multiple single time evolution models, which are
updated based on various time scales, to a multiscale time evo-
lution model. The integration is performed in an ensemble clas-
sification, and we use a frame-based system combination ap-
proach [8]. Our experiments involve two lecture recognition
tasks (Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese (CSJ [1]) and MIT-
OpenCourseWare (MIT-OCW [2])) and the results show the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed approach.
2. Time evolution system perspective of
automatic speech recognition
We first formulate a single-scale incremental speech recognition
process for acoustic and language models from the perspective
of time evolution systems within a probabilistic framework. Let
{on ∈ RD|n = 1, · · ·N} be aD-dimensional feature vector
sequence, and{wm ∈ V|m = 1, · · ·M} be the correspond-
ing word sequence with vocabulary size|V|. In this paper, we
consider that the feature and word sequences ({on}Nn=1 and
{wm}Mm=1) are segmented (manually or automatically) as fol-
lows:
{Ot}Tt=1 = {o1, · · ·oN1
| {z }
ot=1




{Wt}Tt=1 = {w1, · · ·wM1
| {z }
Wt=1




where t denotes amacroscopictime unit (e.g., an utterance
or a set of utterances). LetO be an unknown feature vector
sequence. Then, an incremental automatic speech recognizer,
given previous data{Ot,Wt}Tt=1, outputs a word sequencẽW





Similar to the standard decomposition of acoustic and language
models, the posteriorp(W|O, {Ot,Wt}Tt=1) is decomposed









Here, we assume the conditional independence of feature
vector and word sequences, i.e.,p(W|{Ot,Wt}Tt=1) ≈
p(W|{Wt}Tt=1), as usual. Since the decomposed pdfs respec-
tively predict O and W given previous data, these pdfs can
be interpreted as predictive distributions based on incrementally
adapted acoustic and language models. The following subsec-
tions introduce time evolution system perspectives to these dis-
tributions.
2.1. Macroscopic time evolution system of acoustic models
Now we focus on the predictive distribution of the incremental
acoustic model adaptation in Eq. (2). By introducing a set of
current acoustic model (i.e., HMM) parametersΘT , the infer-
ence of acoustic models can be rewritten as follows:
p(O|{Ot,Wt}Tt=1) =
Z
p(O|ΘT )p(ΘT |{Ot,Wt}Tt=1)dΘT .
(3)
Usually, instead of integrating out the posterior distribution of
acoustic model parameters, we first point-estimate the model
parameter values (̄ΘT ) based on the ML or MAP criterion, plug
Θ̄T into the output distributionp(O|ΘT ), and use it as a pre-
dictive distribution.
Thus, to obtain the predictive distribution (Eq. (3)), we re-
quire the posterior distribution of the acoustic model parameters
p(ΘT |{Ot,Wt}Tt=1). The posterior distribution can be recur-
sively obtained from the previously estimated posterior distri-
bution as follows:





wherep(OT |ΘT ) is an output distribution (namely a likelihood
function of an HMM), andp(ΘT |ΘT−1) corresponds to the dy-
namics of the HMM parameters. By using linear (MLLR type)
dynamics1 for p(ΘT |ΘT−1), Eq. (4) can be analytically solved
as a time evolution system of the HMM parameters in accor-
dance with the Kalman filter theory [4]. This incremental adap-
tation can achieve robustness based on the predictor-corrector
algorithm of the Kalman filter theory, which theoretically in-
volves the conventional MAP and MLLR and their combinato-
rial adaptation approaches.
2.2. Topic tracking language models
Similar to the predictive distribution of the incremental acous-
tic model adaptation, the inference of language models in Eq.
(2) can be rewritten as follows by introducing a set of current
1The stochastic dynamics ofkth Gaussian mean vector in an HMM









T ) is an affine transformation matrix).
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Figure 1: Example multiscale representation of feature se-
quences.
language model (i.e., a topic model and an n-gram if we use a
topic-based n-gram language model) parametersΛT , :
p(W|{Wt}Tt=1) =
Z
p(W|ΛT )p(ΛT |{Wt}Tt=1)dΛT . (5)
The plug-in approach is also usually used instead of Eq. (5) to
obtain a predictive distribution. The posterior distribution for
language model parameters can be recursively obtained from
the previously estimated posterior distribution as follows:





wherep(WT |ΛT ) is an output distribution (namely a multino-
mial distribution for an n-gram), andp(ΛT |ΛT−1) corresponds
to the dynamics of the n-gram and topic model parameters. [5]
uses a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)-based topic model,
and employs topic model dynamics represented by a Dirichlet
distribution2. Then, Eq. (6) can also be analytically solved as
a time evolution system of the language model parameters in
accordance with a discrete version of the Kalman filter theory.
This approach can track topics as adaptation continues, and is
called the topic tracking language model. The inference part of
this adaptation is performed by collapsed Gibbs sampling.
Thus, we reveal that an incremental speech recognition pro-
cess can be viewed as time evolution systems of acoustic and
language models within a probabilistic framework. The next
section extends the single time evolution system to a multiscale
time evolution system.
3. Multiscale time evolution system
This paper considers a multiscale adaptation that has the var-
ious step sizes of incremental adaptations. For example, one
adaptation size consisted of one utterance to track the abrupt
changes in utterance level in speech (e.g., speakers and speaking
styles), and another adaptation size consisted of some dozens of
utterances to track the long-term changes in speech (e.g., room
acoustics and topics), as shown in Figure 1. Each model can
be obtained by incrementally updating acoustic and language
models with its adaptation size. Then, the problem is how to
integrate these models to perform a multiscale adaptation.
This is similar to the problem of multistream speech recog-
nition, and there are several ways to realize integration. For
example, multistream adaptation [3] integrates several acous-
tic model adaptation streams by linearly interpolating Gaus-
sian mean vectors of the streams in HMMs. [6] focuses on
the bias (shift) vectors of Gaussian mean vectors, and these
are estimated by linearly interpolating various-scale bias (shift)
vectors. Topic-based multiscale language models are realized
by linearly interpolating various-scale n-gram probabilities [9].
2The stochastic dynamics of topic proportion probabilityϕr for
latent topic r can be represented as a Dirichlet distribution (i.e.,
D({ϕrT }r|{αT ffi
r
T−1}r) whereαT is a precision).
The above parameter-level integration can tightly integrate mul-
tiple models into one multiscale model. However, the integra-
tion process often becomes complex, and it limits integration
with the same model structures (i.e., the same model topology
of HMMs or n-grams). To avoid these problems, this paper
proposes the use of hypothesis-level ensemble classification in-
tegration as a simple realization of multiscale integration.
Let j be an adaptation scale index, andJ be the number of
scales. We considerj as a random variable, and represent the





















where we assume thatp(j|O, {on}Nn=1, {wm}Mm=1) is a
uniform distribution. This fusion corresponds to using a
hypothesis-level ensemble classification of the multiscale in-
tegration. If we introduce the predictive distributions of the
acoustic and language models with each adaptation scalej, Eq.















Thus, we derive a multiscale time evolution system of the
acoustic and language models as an ensemble classification
problem. This paper uses frame-level hypothesis integration [8]
for this problem, which is based on the definition of a time
frame-wise word error cost function in a minimum Bayes risk
framework.
4. Experiments
We show the effectiveness of the multiscale time evolution sys-
tem by performing large vocabulary continuous speech recogni-
tion experiments using English and Japanese lectures. We used
an MIT OpenCourseWare (OCW) task [2] and a CSJ task [1].
The experimental conditions for the MIT-OCW task are sum-
marized in Table 1. The initial acoustic model was constructed
by using variational Bayesian triphone clustering [10] and dif-
ferenced Maximum Mutual Information (dMMI) training [11].
The development set consisted of 2 lectures (3,460 utterances,
23,720 words, and 2.1 hours) and the evaluation set consisted
of 8 lectures (6,989 utterances, 72,159 words, and 7.8 hours).
The development set was used to tune the adaptation param-
eters (e.g., the occupancy threshold in the MLLR adaptation,
system noise parameter, language model weights). We used a
one-pass WFST-based decoder that employs a pair of WFSTs
for composition during decoding by a fast on-the-fly composi-
tion technique [12].
In the incremental adaptation process, the following three
operations were performed in each adaptation unit: 1) obtain-
ing lattice-based hypotheses of utterances by automatic speech
recognition using a previously obtained set of models, 2) ap-
plying the adaptation to the previously obtained set of models
by using the lattices, and 3) again recognizing the utterances by
using the lattices and the adapted set of models.
Table 1: Experimental conditions for an MIT-OCW task
Sampling rate/quantization 16 kHz / 16 bit
Observation vector 12 order MFCC with energy
(39 dimensions) +∆+∆∆ (CMS)
Window Hamming
Frame size/shift 25/10 ms
Num. of temporal HMM states 3 (left to right)
Num. of phoneme categories 52
Num. of clustered HMM states 2,565
Num. of mixture components / state 32
Language model 3-gram (KN discounting)
Vocabulary size 44K
Table 2: Word error rate (%) of multi-scale time evolution sys-
tem ofacousticmodels in an MIT-OCW task.
Method Dev. Eval.
Baseline 25.5 28.3
Single scale (4) 26.9 23.4
Single scale (8) 25.5 23.1
Single scale (16) 25.0 23.5
Single scale (32) 24.6 24.2
Single scale (64) 24.9 25.2
Multi scale 24.3 22.4
Table 2 describes the results of single-scale time evolution
systems based on 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 utterances as a time unit
and the multiscale time evolution system. In the MIT-OCW
task, we only used acoustic model adaptation based on Section
2.1. Within the results of single-scale time evolution systems,
Single scale (32) achieves the best score in the development
set, while Single scale (8) performs best in the evaluation set.
This result shows that each lecture has its own appropriate-size
dynamics (e.g., 32 utterances for the development set, and 8 ut-
terances for the evaluation set), and suffers the limitation of the
single-scale time evolution system with one time scale. How-
ever, the multiscale time evolution system increased the model’s
robustness because it would include adaptation mechanism to
approximate the nature of the change in characteristics, and im-
proved the recognition performance for both the development
and evaluation sets. Thus, we showed the effectiveness of the
multiscale time evolution system of acoustic models.
In the CSJ task, we further examined the multiscale time
evolution systems of both acoustic and language models. The
experimental conditions for the CSJ task are summarized in Ta-
ble 3. The initial acoustic and language models were trained by
discriminative approaches [11,13]. We also used the on-the-fly
WFST-based decoder [12]. We used CSJ testset 2 as a devel-
opment set (10 lectures, 794 utterances, 26,798 words, and 2.2
hours) and CSJ testset 1 as an evaluation set (10 lectures, 977
utterances, 26,329 words, and 2.0 hours). The development set
was used to tune the adaptation parameters of the acoustic and
language models similar to the MIT-OCW task. In this exper-
iment, the utterances were automatically segmented from the
lectures using non-linear Kalman filtering based VAD [14].
Tables 4 and 5 show the results for the time evolution sys-
tems of the acoustic and language models, respectively. The
language model adaptation described in Section 2.2 dealt with
uni-gram language models, and was applied to n-gram language
models by using rescaling techniques. In both experiments,
the multiscale time evolution system achieved the best scores,
which shows the effectiveness of the consideration of the mul-
tiscale dynamics among the acoustical and linguistic character-
istics. Finally, in Table 6, we show how we realized the simul-
taneous incremental adaptation of acoustic and language mod-
els by successively adapting these models in a cascade manner.
This result also shows the effectiveness of the multiscale time
evolution system, and finally improved WERs by 5.0 % and 3.8
% in the development and evaluation sets, respectively.
Thus, from a series of experimental results, we revealed the
importance of modeling multiscale properties in speech recog-
nition.
5. Conclusion
This paper proposes a multiscale time evolution system for
acoustic and language models, and lecture recognition tasks
show the effectiveness of the proposed approach experimen-
tally. We believe that the consideration of multiscale acous-
tic and linguistic characteristics in speech is an essential prob-
lem that must be overcome if we are to appropriately model
speech dynamics in real world applications, and this direction
is supported by our experimental results to some extent. Future
work will examine the integration aspect of the multiscale time
evolution system to achieve more robust integration. We will
also apply the multiscale time evolution system to meeting and
broadcast news tasks where speaker and topic changes occur
frequently.
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